ftv which is a storage area and when you come into this area you can go down to the docking compartment and what's called the mrm and then use of you I think Steve Steven here for let him tell you any sewing oh this is pretty free constricted swindle environment here in the camera was almost too pretty to see through the window but if you looked in the farm part okay this endeavor after we get to the blanket off to get the Cooper on it so in the morning we had the depressive take all the air out of the Cooper and then here
we are leaving after we attack we attach

the two different hatch and now we're

having to open up a can put air back

inside of it one of the fun things like

I said before about working in the

degree is that you can work in any

attitude any direction you want can be

up and you can have a bunch of people in

a small space for with and on the ground

in a trainer it would be really

uncomfortable and how to get to

reconfiguration

at the end